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You are listening to the Take A Break podcast with Rachel Hart, Episode 

328. 

Whether you want to drink less or stop drinking, this podcast will help you 

change the habit from the inside out. We’re challenging conventional 
wisdom about why people drink and why it can be hard to resist temptation. 

No labels, no judgment, just practical tools to take control of your desire 

and stop worrying about your drinking. Now, here’s your host, Rachel Hart.  

Welcome back, everybody. I was teaching a workshop inside the 

membership a couple of weeks ago, it was all about controlling your urges. 

And I was thinking about wanting to share some of it with all of you. I love 

teaching all about urges. I love talking all about urges. I think it's totally 

fascinating.  

But one of the reasons I love teaching people about their urges; the urge to 

drink, the urge to eat, the urge to buy something, the urge to keep scrolling 

through your phone. The reason I love it is because I think it's such a 

misunderstood subject. It's misunderstood, and at the same time it's so 

appealing, right? Just listen to me talk about, “Hey, let's talk about 

controlling your urges. Let’s talk about controlling the urge to drink.”  

You know, I heard that for the first time and I was like, “Yeah, that sounds 

awesome. That would solve all my problems. I just need to learn how to 

control it.” But the problem is that when most people think about controlling 

urges, they aren't actually thinking of control. They have it backwards.  

When they're thinking about controlling urges they’re thinking about, “Yeah, 

let's eliminate them. I just want those urges to be gone. I don't want to feel 

the urge ahead of time. I don't want to have to worry about it while I'm 

getting ready for the party or I'm heading to the restaurant. I don't want it to 

show up unexpectedly. I'm minding my business going through my day, 

and all sudden it's like, ‘ooh, a drink would be nice.’ I don't want it to 
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interrupt what I'm doing. I don't want the urge for more to appear when I've 

told myself I'm going to be good tonight, I'm only going to have two. I just 

don't want the urge to be around, period.” 

The problem with this, and let me tell you, that's what I ascribed to for a 

very long time, all of that thinking. But the problem with this is that you've 

made the urge the enemy. You slip into this mindset of “I need to go to war 

with it. I need to eradicate it.” And what happens when you have that 

mindset, is you've unconsciously made the urge powerful.  

When you make that urge powerful in your mind, all of a sudden, it's like 

you always have to be on high alert. You're always kind of ready to go into 

battle. Or you're feeling disempowered because it feels like it's too big, too 

much, too strong. And what I want you to consider is that the urge, the 

craving, the desire that you have, that wanting for a drink or for another, it's 

not something that you have to fight.  

It's not something that you have to protect against. What you have done, 

unknowingly, you've given the urge power that it doesn't have. This is such 

a shift in the way that people think. It was such a huge shift for me. It's such 

a huge shift for everyone that I work with. It’s kind of like, “What are you 

talking about? It's definitely powerful. I definitely don't want it to be there. I 

definitely would like it to be gone.” 

But I want you to think about what would happen if you dropped into a 

space of total comfort with the urge. What do I mean by that? No worry, no 

drama, no fear. Just this ability to observe what is happening and get 

curious. And to me, that really is what controlling the urge is all about. 

Control, I want you to think about this, control is having the power and the 

authority to guide or manage what's unfolding inside of you. It's about 

having the ability to guide your behavior and change the course of events. 
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It's not about eradicating the urge or winning the war. It's not about being in 

total control of your brain, because, “Hi,” that's not possible for anyone.  

It's about the ability to change the trajectory of an outcome. The outcome 

right now is feel the urge, say yes. Feel the urge, say yes. It's about 

learning how to change that outcome, learning how to respond differently. 

And you then step into so much power and so much authority when you're 

able to do that. And it can happen.  

I want you to think about this, it can happen in a very gentle and a very 

peaceful way. It doesn't have to be all this discipline, all this avoidance, all 

this willpower. It doesn't have to be anything like that.  

So I was, like I said, I was teaching this workshop inside the membership 

about how to do this, and I went through so many techniques. There are so 

many different ways to do this. I think I actually went through 11 different 

ways, and there are even more than I teach. But that's what I kind of 

narrowed it down to for this workshop.  

And I think that that piece is really important, too. Why do I teach so many 

different techniques? Because no two people are the same. We're all 

different. What works for one person might not work for someone else. So, 

think about it like somebody who wants to get into shape. Right? 

If you give everybody the exact same exercise plan; you say, “Okay, listen, 

in order to get in shape, you just got to start running.” Listen, some people, 

they're going to be like, “Oh, amazing, I love to run.” My husband would be 

one of those people. “Sweet. Sounds great. When do I get started?” 

Others are like, “Yeah, I cannot run. This feels impossible. I don't think you 

know how out of shape I am. That's just way too overwhelming.” Maybe 

other people have an injury that prevents them from doing it. And other 
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people are like, “You know, it's just not my jam. I just don't really like 

running. What about restorative yoga? Can I do something else?” We 

understand when people have a goal that we have to give them multiple 

ways to reach it.  

And I think that's one of the problems when it comes to habit change. Is 

that, so often people have this cookie-cutter approach. And I don't believe 

you can have that because people are different, and how their habit 

functions is different. The thoughts and the feelings connected to their 

drinking is different.  

So often what we do, we just look at how much people consume, and we 

focus there. Instead of really understanding that yes, everybody's habit 

works in a unique way. It's all following that think-feel-act cycle, but it can 

be unfolding differently.  

And so, walking people through lots of different techniques, so you can try 

out different ones, you can pick and choose, you can see what works, you 

can see maybe what doesn't. But you have a lot of different ways, is the 

way, really, to empower you. To see that there are multiple ways to get to 

where you want to go.  

I will just tell you this, too. If you're interested in that workshop, if you want 

to hear me go through all 11, if you sign up for the membership in the 

month of May, you will get a copy of that workshop. You'll get that replay. 

What I wanted to do today, on this episode, I wanted to revisit a technique 

that I've taught before on the podcast.  

But I want you to go back to it, because people are always kind of amazed 

at how simple and effective it is. It really does not require a lot of effort, or a 

lot of energy. It really is just about intervening in a different way when the 

urge appears. So, take a listen to this episode; it first came out in 2020. I 

describe in it a really simple technique that you can use anytime, 
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anywhere. And I also talk a lot about reframing the urge. Thinking about the 

urge in a different way. No longer feeling like the urge is an emergency, but 

something that you can teach the brain a new way to respond to. All right, 

enjoy. 

Alright, so we are talking about urge work today. Learning how to deal with 

your urges is one of the most important things and one of the most 

essential things that you will need to do, especially at first when you’re 
learning how to change the habit. And not just the habit of drinking but 

really any habit.  

I have so many of you guys who will write in, and you’ll say, “I’m obsessed 

with the think-feel-act cycle. I love finally understanding how my brain 

works and how habits work and how my thoughts and my feelings and my 

behaviors are all interconnected.” 

“I love the analogies that you talk about, like the urge being a toddler in 

your brain where all it cares about is that immediate gratification. But you 

also have an adult, you also have your higher brain, the prefrontal cortex 

that can start to learn how to supervise the toddler.”  

And so, people are really excited about these concepts, but then they try to 

start practicing them and they say, “I don’t get it. What do I do exactly step 
by step when I feel the urge?” And I’ve been thinking about this a lot. I’ve 
been thinking about how to really distill down what I teach into very, very 

simple steps.  

And you know what, you can apply this with any kind of urge in your life. 

But I’m going to give you a three-step process today that I believe really is 

the most simple way that I have ever explained how to deal with the urge to 

drink, the urge to eat, the urge to really do anything. The urge to touch your 

face.  

I love thinking about how important these skills are right now because I 

have thought so much in the last couple months when we’ve been getting 

all this information about the coronavirus and how we shouldn’t be touching 
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our face because our hands are really a vector for transmitting the virus to 

ourselves, and it’s so fascinating how I’ve been able to take all the urge 
work that I’ve done and learn so quickly not to touch my face when I was 

touching my face all the time.  

So that’s really what you’re going to be able to do once you start to practice 
the three-step process. But before we do that, I really do want to just do a 

little bit of a refresher on urges, especially since some of you may be new. 

Reframing how you think about the urge and the urge to drink is incredibly 

important.  

Urges are really just an emotion that is intensely driving you to do 
something. And the reason it is driving you to do something is so that you 
will feel good. So, when you think about the urge to drink, it’s this emotion 
of desire that is driving you to go pour a drink, pick it up, and drink it, so 
that your brain will be rewarded with pleasure. 

You can think about all your urges in this way. It’s a drive to do something 
so that you will get a reward. Now, here’s the thing; urges are not a 
problem until you decide to say no to them. It is not uncomfortable to want 

a drink and then have a drink. It’s not uncomfortable to have an urge to 

drink and then tell yourself, “Yeah, as soon as I get home, I’m definitely 
going to do that.”  

That is not uncomfortable. So really, the urge isn’t the problem. It’s what 
happens when you tell your brain, “No, we’re not doing that.” When your 
brain all of a sudden has this knowledge, wait, what, we’re not going to 
reward ourselves right now? We’re not going to say yes? That resistance 
that is then created, that really is the problem.  

And I will tell you, most people go to battle with the resistance by using 

willpower. And willpower - listen, it can work for some period of time. Some 

people, myself included, can even use it for a pretty long period of time. In 

my early 20s, I spent an entire year not drinking solely using willpower.  

I didn’t know anything about the think-feel-act cycle, I didn’t know anything 
about how my brain worked or how habits worked, but I understood how to 
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say no, and I did it for an entire year. And I got good at saying no, but you 

know what happened? The habit didn’t change at all. It really didn’t.  

Because I was only practicing saying no, I wasn’t understanding what was 
fueling the habit and what was driving the habit and how my thoughts and 

my feelings were connected to my desire. I thought my desire was all just 

about the glass of wine on the table. I thought that my desire was all about 

the alcohol. I didn’t understand how I was the creator of it.  

So, you can’t rely on willpower in this moment when you feel the urge and 
you decide to say no. You can’t just say I’m going to resist and white-

knuckle it and grit my teeth. You have to actually move to a place of 

curiosity because only then can you teach your brain that, listen, urges 

aren’t a big deal. I don’t need to be fazed by them. 

Urges are totally normal because it’s hardwired into the human brain to 
seek out pleasure. Pleasure is part of that motivational triad that helped 

humans stay alive. Find pleasure, avoid pain, and do so as easily as 

possible.  

Now, that helped humans go seek out food, go seek out warmth, go seek 

our shelter and sex. Things that were necessary to keep our species alive. 

It is not necessary to drink to keep the species alive. Alcohol is totally 

unnecessary for human survival, but the urge to drink, it acts as if it is very 

necessary. It pretends to be necessary.  

And I like to think of it like a false alarm. It’s like that alarm going off that’s 
like, you got to get up, run from the building, there’s a fire, but it’s a false 
alarm. There’s no fire there. There’s no danger there. You don’t have to 
listen to it. And in fact, the more you listen to the false alarm, the worse 

your life becomes.  

So, the problem isn’t that urges exist or that you have the urge to drink 
when five o clock rolls around or when you sit down at the dinner table or 

when you start making dinner, whatever it is, whenever it comes up for you. 

The problem is that you’re treating that urge like an emergency, but it’s not 
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a big deal. It only feels like one because that lower brain doesn’t know any 
better. It just thinks all rewards are equally important for human survival.  

Now, the good news is you’ve been blessed with a human brain. You’re not 
a rat. You’re not just driven by this lower primitive brain. You can make 
decisions about what you want to do and how you want to think about the 

urge and how you want to think about this desire, and in fact, learn the 

think-feel-act cycle and how your brain is creating it.  

Because an unanswered urge, that moment when you feel the urge and 

then you say no, it really just feels like restlessness. That’s it. You can 
handle restlessness. It’s not a big deal. You can handle feeling a little 
antsy, a little kind of like, out of sorts, kind of. 

And it makes sense why you feel restless because of course, the urge is 

driving you to go do something. The urge is saying, “Go get up out of the 

chair, go into the kitchen, open up the liquor cabinet, let’s uncork a bottle.” 
The urge is saying move, take action. And so, when you’re saying no and 
you’re not taking action, of course you’re going to feel a little restless.  

But again, the urge to drink has no power over you. Just like the alarm can’t 
make you run from the building. Urges are powerless without your consent. 

I’m going to say it again. Urges are powerless without your consent. Your 
higher brain is what gives consent. But it’s also the reason why you don't 
have to act on the urge, why you always get to decide what you’re going to 
do because you have that prefrontal cortex.  

The brain wants to be efficient. It will not keep asking for something that it’s 
not going to get. That is something that is such a key piece to understand. 

Your brain will start to recognize and realize, “Oh, I guess we don’t always 
do this. I guess we don’t always have a drink at 5pm. I guess we don’t 
always have a drink with dinner. I guess we don’t always meet up with 
friends and have a drink.”  

Your brain will start to learn that you don’t always do that, and it will just 

want to be efficient, so it won’t keep asking for that reward. Now, the choice 
for you is really simple. The urge appears and you can say yes to it 
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because you’re telling yourself it’s a big deal and it feels horrible to say no 
and you’re so uncomfortable. You can say yes to the urge and strengthen 
the habit, or you can choose restlessness.  

You can say no, and you can feel a little uncomfortable, but know that all 

that drama inside is really no big deal. The ability for you to feel restless, to 

basically hear that false alarm and not run from the building, that is the key. 

The more your brain learns that it doesn’t need a drink in the situations 
where it believed that it did, the less it will want it. That’s how you 
eventually start to extinguish your desire. 

Now, doing this requires that you have to start showing up with your urges 

in a different way. You have to start to allow them. I talk about allowing 

urges quite a bit, and allowing simply means that you’re being present with 
your mind and your body. You’re opening up to what is happening.  

So many people will say, and this is where I got hung up for a long time, 

“Just tell me how to feel less restless. Just tell me how to get rid of the 
urges.” But you can’t skip this step because as long as you believe that 
restlessness is a big deal and it’s an emergency and it’s a problem, the 
more that you will run from it.  

You have to teach your brain, hey, it’s not a big deal, it’s not a problem, I 
can handle this. I was built to feel restlessness because every human is. 

The trick isn’t to make it go away, it’s to get better at handling restlessness, 

so your brain can learn, “Oh, that’s not a big deal, that’s just how I feel 
when my lower brain believes that. It’s supposed to have a reward, but I 

know we’re not doing that.”  

You really can notice that urge as a thought. “I want a drink, I need 
something, I need to take the edge off, I want to join in.” You notice it as a 
thought. You decide to say no, and then you get curious. And the reason to 

get curious, the reason to invite the urges in is because they have all the 

information on the habit’s inner workings.  

The lower brain can want a drink as much as it wants one because all it 

knows is find pleasure, avoid pain, and do so efficiently. But it can’t get that 
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drink without the higher brain’s consent. That inner toddler can throw a 
tantrum, but you have an adult to supervise the toddler. You have your 

higher brain that can take charge of the primitive brain. That’s why you’re 
so powerful to change the habit.  

So, let’s talk about exactly what you need to do in the moment when you 
feel the urge. I’m going to go through this three-step process. Now, I’ve 
been thinking a lot about how to really distill it down, and I thought about 

how pretty much everyone I know, everyone I meet, we all seem to know 

what to do if we were ever to catch on fire.  

I know that sounds crazy, but we do. Like, oh my gosh if you catch on fire, 

you stop, drop, and roll. We all learn this. We learn this at a young age. I 

remember practicing this as a kid. Now, I have never caught on fire. I do 

not know anyone else that has caught on fire, but my brain knows what to 

do. I need to stop what I’m doing, I need to drop to the ground, and I need 
to start rolling in order to put that fire out.  

I’m going to tell you this; what you’re going to do with the urge is really very 
similar. It’s stop, drop, and breathe. And I’m going to go through each one 
of these steps. Now, the first step, stop, it seems pretty self-explanatory, 

right? You notice the urge, you notice the desire to have a drink or to have 

another, and you have to stop. You have to pause.  

But of course, this is going to take practice because you are not practiced 

pausing. You are very practiced acting. You are very practiced at very 

quickly saying yes. Your lower brain doesn’t want you to pause. It doesn’t 
want you to think. It doesn’t want you to stop. It wants you to act on the 
urge immediately.  

Just stopping is going to be, at first, challenging in and of itself. Now, the 

big mistake that people make is when they stop, they try to use willpower. 

Most people know, “Okay, if I want to change my drinking, I’m going to 
have to stop drinking so much.” So, we know that first step in the process, 

we know we have to stop.  
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But this is where most people make their biggest mistake is that they try to 

stop by gritting their teeth and clenching up and just saying no over and 

over again. And the problem is that willpower is just trying to shove your 

desire into a closet, lock the door and throw away the key. But it doesn’t 
work like that. Your desire is just going to be banging and banging and 

banging and trying to get out. 

Think about how you say no when you’re using willpower. It’s not peaceful. 
It’s not gentle. It’s, “Ugh, no, no, no, no, I’m not doing that, I’m not having 
that tonight. No.” You may not be saying this out loud but you’re saying it 
on the inside. And the energy that you have, it is energy of resistance, of 

pushing, of stress.  

Think about really just even right now, say no the way you would with 

willpower. No. Just as I did that right now, I could just feel all this clenching, 

starting in my mouth, kind of down my esophagus, into my chest. I could 

feel my body closing up.  

That’s the exact opposite of what you want to do. Because that just has you 

using more power, more energy, all this resistance. It doesn’t feel good. 
When you drop into what that feels like, you see it does not feel very good. 

You can stop and you can say no, and it doesn’t have to be through white-

knuckling it and gritting your teeth.  

You can say, “Nope, we’re not doing that right now, we’re not doing that 
tonight, no thank you.” You can hear the energy, the difference of energy in 
my voice. That is what is possible for you too. Again, you may not be 

saying this out loud, but you are definitely saying it silently to yourself.  

And do not be fooled for a second to think that there isn’t energy behind 
how you are saying it to yourself. Saying no, stopping, pausing, saying no 

in a way that is peaceful takes practice. We are not taught to do this. We 

are taught just to dig into self-discipline and self-control and resistance.  

And I want you to do the exact opposite. Because when you have to use a 

lot of resistance and control, what you’re doing is you’re basically saying I 
have to meet power with power. But the drink doesn’t have any power, and 
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the urge certainly doesn’t have any power, so why do you need to meet it 
with power? 

You’re essentially - when you use that kind of level of energy, you’re telling 
yourself, you’re reinforcing this belief that the drink and the urge is really 

powerful when in actuality, it’s not. You don’t need to resist it so strongly 
because it doesn’t have any force. That’s really what is one of the biggest 
mistakes that people make.  

They don’t realize that not only does willpower shut you down from 

understanding how the habit is working, because again, it’s like you’re 
trying to push your desire into a closet and then throw away the key. But it 

just reinforces this erroneous belief that the drink and the urge are powerful 

when they’re not at all.  

So that’s step number one. Stop. Step number two is also drop. Just like 
stop, drop, and roll, except here you’re not rolling around on the floor. 
You’re dropping into your body. What’s happening in your body right now?  

Now, this is not where most people want to go. This is not where I wanted 

to go. I didn’t want to feel my body. I didn’t like how I was feeling in my 
body at that moment. I didn’t like the anxiety or the insecurity or the 
awkwardness. I didn’t like how I was feeling so I didn’t want to go into my 
body.  

But again, that’s what you need to be doing. You need to drop into the 
container where you are feeling the emotions that right now you are trying 

to escape by having a drink. And listen, that emotion might just be 

deprivation. When I say that you’re escaping an emotion by having a drink, 
it doesn’t mean that you’re by yourself, feeling really sad, really lonely.  

It could be that, but sometimes it’s really just trying to escape the emotion, 
the sensation of deprivation in your body. But that’s not a big deal. It’s not 
something that you need to run from. And you can only learn that by 

dropping into your body. This is not what people want to do. 

People always say, “Okay, can I distract myself? Tell me what to do. Give 

me the things, the steps that I need to do so I can distract from this urge.” 
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But no, I want you to go to where you are feeling it. I want you to go to your 

body. It’s not about keeping yourself so busy, so you don’t have to feel 
what’s happening, you don’t have to think about what’s happening.  

Because again, that just reinforces that the urge is powerful when it’s not. 
I’m going to tell you this; dropping into your body, noticing what’s 
happening in your body when you say no to an urge, it’s a skill, but I think 
it’s a tremendous skill for a lot of women because so many of us have 
spent many, many years, if not decades, not wanting to be in our body.  

I didn’t want to be in my body. I spent the longest time hating my body and 
feeling let down by my body. I always felt like I was in a constant struggle 

with my body, and I was trying to change it. I was constantly picking it apart 

and seeing what was wrong with it.  

The idea of dropping into this place that, frankly, I didn’t really like. That, at 

first, was really challenging because it was asking me to start to make 

peace with this container that I had so often been at odds with. I was 

always judging my body negatively and trying to change my body, and then 

also trying to escape my body, escape how I was feeling.  

But when you start practicing dropping into your body, you are going to 

discover so much about how the habit is working. I will tell you one of the 

things that I discovered was that I was holding my breath. I was so tense. I 

was holding my breath. I wasn’t allowing myself to breathe. I was often kind 
of - even though I was feeling so antsy and so restless, I was trying to hold 

myself as still as possible as a way to not feel.  

But the more that I got familiar with my body, the more that I taught my 

brain, “Hey, you can be here.” You can be in your body and not hate it and 

not resist it and not want to change it. You can just observe it. You can look 

at it. You can watch what’s happening. You can watch what your breath 

feels like, what your heart rate is like, what your temperature is like.  

You can watch how your torso feels from the front to the back. You can 

notice what’s happening in your jaw and your forehead and your throat and 
your hands and your feet.  
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The more that I was able to start to observe my body, not only did I start to 

really assert my authority over the habit and over the urge, but I started to 

transform the relationship that I was having with myself, with what I saw in 

the mirror. Because I wasn’t always at war with it.  

The more I practiced this, the more I realized that how restlessness felt in 

my body, how anxiety felt in my body, how awkwardness felt in my body 

wasn’t really a big deal. The solution wasn’t to rid myself of these emotions 

and their accompanying sensations. The solution was to teach my brain 

that they were all harmless. Not a big deal at all.  

Dropping into your body, it is the place where you are trying to escape 

when you’re having that drink. And so, dropping into it is the exact thing 

that you need to be doing. Then, that’s where the third step comes in. So, 

it’s stop, drop, and breathe. Stop, drop, and breathe.  

That’s the power. Because when you activate your breath, you remind 
yourself that you’re in control. You are going to breathe regardless. We 
can’t prevent ourselves forever from breathing. We can certainly have very 
shallow breathing, but you’re going to unconsciously breathe whether or 

not you like it.  

But you can take that unconscious breathing and turn it into conscious 

breathing. You can start to direct it. You can start to say, “You know what, 
maybe I’m not going to breathe so much in my chest, but I’m going to drop 

down into my belly.” When you are feeling anxious or stressed or annoyed, 
your unconscious breath is tight. It’s small. It’s shallow. You’re not getting a 
lot of oxygen in. 

The same is true when you’re using willpower. Just test it out in your own 

body. Test out what it’s like when you say no. Everything where you would 
be taking a breath, it all clenches up. But when you decide to breathe on 

purpose and that is the key, it’s on purpose, you start to exert power.  

You start to show your brain, “Hey, I’m in charge here. I understand what 
the habit wants. I understand what the lower brain wants. But I’m deciding 
to take a breath right now. I’m deciding to breathe slowly and exhale 
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slowly.” Which by the way, starts to slow down your heart rate. If you’re 
feeling a little restless, a little antsy, a little anxious, you probably are 

noticing that your heart rate is a little elevated.  

So, this helps to bring it down. It also brings oxygen to your brain, where all 

your mental processing is taking place, so you have more fuel, essentially, 

to start to really examine what’s going on with the habit.  

But also, step three where you decide to take a breath, it gives you a place 

to focus. Instead of focusing on the drink or focusing on the urge, you start 

to again, focus on your body. First you dropped into your body to see what 

it was feeling like, and now you can focus on it because you’re taking a 
breath.  

It’s about reconnecting with yourself. That’s what happens when you 
decide to breathe on purpose. You reconnect with yourself. You reconnect 

with your body; you reconnect with your mind.  

And the habit, it’s all about disconnecting. I think this is the biggest thing. 
So often, we have this belief that drinking is about connecting, but it’s not. 
It’s about disconnecting from how we feel. It’s about disconnecting from our 
body. It’s about disconnecting from our present moment because we’re 
saying this present moment isn’t good, I need it to change.  

I don’t like how I feel in this present moment because I don’t like feeling 
deprived or I don’t like feeling annoyed, or I don’t like feeling like the odd 

man out. And this, stop, drop, and breathe, is all about reconnecting. 

Reconnecting with yourself, reconnecting with the present moment, 

reconnecting with your power.  

Stop, drop, and breathe. It brings you back into your body, but it shows you 

how to really step into your ability to decide at any moment what you are 

going to decide to do and what is right for you. Please, please, please, I 

know that this sounds deceptively simple. Practice it. Try it out.  

Notice the resistance you will feel. Notice how it won’t be easy at first. But 
again, it’s just like going to the gym. If we’re going to get stronger, we have 
to do the reps. We have to practice this. It’s not enough to just hear me talk 
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about this on the podcast. You have to actually put it into action in your own 

life.  

This is really your urge work. Not just to reframe your understanding of the 

urge, but to know that all you need to do is stop, drop, and breathe. And 

that alone can change everything for you. Alright everybody, that’s it for 
today. I will see you next week. 

Okay, listen up. Changing your drinking is so much easier than you think. 

Whether you want to drink less or not at all, you don’t need more rules or 

willpower. You need a logical framework that helps you understand and, 

more importantly, change the habit from the inside out. 

It starts with my 30-Day Challenge. Besides the obvious health benefits, 

taking a break from drinking is the fastest way to figure out what’s really 
behind your desire. This radically different approach helps you succeed by 

dropping the perfectionism and judgment that blocks change.  

Decide what works best for you when it comes to drinking. Discover how to 

trust yourself and feel truly empowered to take it or leave it. Head on over 

to www.RachelHart.com/join and start your transformation today. 
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